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The city of Fulton has had a his-
tory not unlike other cities of the
world. At the breaking out of the
rebellion it was the terminus of a
short railroad moiling' out from Pa-
diwith, and had but one or two stores,
anti a few dozen inhabitants. During
the war it made lint little pcogress, as
it wits in the range of both armies,
- s •and was frequently visited - by both,
and its citi-4ens were made to 'suffer
from the foraging% of both sides. Hut
the location of the town was such as
to make it a desirable center Of trade.
and it was surrounded by such a fer-
tile farming section, as to give cer-
tain assurance of . future vowth that
would be astounding to those who are
not accustomed to rightly calculate
the possibilities of modern cities.
,--•• Soon after the war closed a few
substantial men like the Paschalls,
Normans, Totolinsons, McFalls, Ed-
dings. Carrsiaand such like, began to
plan for some growth for their town.
They Lid off lots, sold them at reas-
onable rates, invited a few new-coin-
built a few houses, and showed
the possible growth of a neat little
village. But not one of them probably,
ever dreamed of the present city of
which their descendents and succes-
sors are now so proud.
later on the present 'Illinois Cen-
tral railroad was extended from Jack-
son, Miss:. to Cairo. Ills., and was
known as the Mississippi. Central. It
passed through-the then little town of
Fulton. and gave to the town a very
ritib•ti‘antial business uplift. 'Ilhe
thIcah road was also completed so as
















HE. FULTON DAILY ITADER.
ILLUSTFOTED INDUSTRIAL SUPPLEMENT-FULTON, KY., TUNE.
TOWN OF FULTON IN 1871.r
EltoN1 AN ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH RN' BOB BARCLIFT, NOW IN .PossEssIoN r MR. J. A. COLLINS.
. Taken looking north front a point near Itrann's mill over Bock Thomas' horse-lot (now Childeri Owes). The woods forming bort grouud
hitt now is West Fulton. Th.' store on the right was). A. Collins' (now ('olin's store site), the second was Terry & McCall's now Weeks.).
'the third was ('err & Eddings' store (now Citizen's Bask). awl the fourth. Patterson & Kers:man (now shout where itirk is located).
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A FEW FACTS ABOUT FULTON. I
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the tot° lines of road a splendid busi-
ness-was transacted, and as Fulton
was the junction of the two lines, it
naturally became more and more im-
portant. In view of the splendid
shipping facilities afforded, Fulton
rapidly became the point of shipment
for .the tobacco, cotton, hay, live
stock and produce of every kind from
a large and prosperous section of
counay. This reacted favorably on
the business of the town, and houses
began to multiply, and business as-
sumed enlarged proportions, until the
airs of a real.city were easily apparent
tot everybody. New people moved
into 'the town, new business enter-
prises were inaugurated, new houses
were erected, and the denizens of the
place could see fifteen years ago that
Fulton would at no distant day be-
come a town of considerable import-
ance.
About this Lime the movement for
building Carr Institute was put .on
foot, acd a beautiful and commodious
school house was the result. This
was followed shortly after with the•
building of Fulton ,Normal and Busi-
ness College, which has had a check-
ered career, and is- now being used
for common school purposes. With
the building of these schools, how-
ever, an air of general prosperity
seemed to come o.s-er the town. The
Illinois Central -Railroad becaine the
• purchaser of the road from Louisville
to Memphis, and Fulton became the
most important junction on all their
lines, and with cuibmendable enter-
prise this witle-awake railroad com-
pany began to improve their grounds,
CARR INS'ITI'UTE, 






favorably located, and it is soon to
be one of the greatest railway cen-
tres of the illinois Central railroad
System,' being conveniently situated
for a railway division, whicti is to be
established, from Louisville to Mem-
phis, Orleans.ndfron t(14.hidago. and St. Louis
to 
Already extensive railroad yards
are built and under constructfon
southetnd sou
just beyond the ctirporati n liinit,
(1as attswet of he city—
and the railroad company is preparing
to invest thousands of dollars in addi-
tional improvements in the way of
car shops and round houses. In a
month or two Fulton will nu doubt
have resident trairi dispatchers, as it
will then be the end of four divisions
on the two trunk lines of the Illinois
Central railroad. 1Vith the proper
encouragement and active efforts on
the part of our local business interests
to co-operate with the railroad, there
is every reason to believe that in the
next two years Fulton will double in
population and be a proud dInd flour-
ishing little city of ten thousand in-
habitants. Already a Commercial
Club has been organized, looking to
the expansion of the business interests
of the place, and inducing manufac-
tories and other industries to locate
in Fulton. This club is composed of
our best citizens, yvho are energitic
and wide-awake to the benefits to ye
—
and buildings, and prepare themselves had by the rapid growth and improfe-
for enlarged service. As a result of ments of the town, and the prosperity
their local work all the railroad 'to follow the advent of hundreds and
grounds were beautified, new tracks
were laid, and preparations for whatrlthe e ople all helieved to be great
improvements, were making on every
side. The people all ca".414pirm-
tion from this railroad spirit c
prise, until at the present tin4 the
thousands of new settlers and busi-
ness factors.
The superior advantages of locat-
ing in and around Fulton have never
been questioned or debated. No one
ever establishes himself here and after-
wards wishes
hum of the wheels, and the strokes of
points.
the hammer of industry are to be There
heard on every hand.
At this time Fulton is one of the
most thoroughly business points in
the south and west, and its present
satisfactory business situation has been
reached by easy and natural stages,
so that it is certain to be permanent.
There has never been a real boom
in its business, but each passing year
has marked a steady, unflagging and
solid increase in its growth. At
this time the city of Fulton can con-
gratulate itself on the fact that it has
come to its present satisfactory con-
dition without the use of any catch-
penny schemes, or fraudulent boom-
ing, but solely on the merits of the
town and its vicinity. It is not nec-
essary that we speak of the present
state of Fulton's development as the,
announcements of the different busi-
ness enterprises in this edition of the






over that there is everywhere a
spirit of enterprise and push that
shows the citizens of Fulton are made
of the stuff that in time will make a
city of large proportions.
But of the future of Fulton we may
be allowed to say a word. To divine
the future fully would require pro-
phetic insight, such as we do not
claim to possess ; but in all ages it
has been regarded as a safe rule that
WC judge the future by the past. In
doing this we may with safety say we
our greatest prosperity. The !nag-
have not yet conic to the borders of
nificent farming lands that surround
brought
to a high state of cultivation, and
that trill so certainly support a large
populittion, may be put down as a
safe backbone for the succor of all
our material interests.
us. that are so rapidly being 
guarantee
ri'sreheonf tthhee tbouwsni niets es lpf tiisshaand enter.    
industry
and thrift will quickly .suPPIY the
that a.spirit of commendable
means of carrying forward every
Proper business interest, and give em-
'man that is in our midst.
indistriousplpyrnent to eveey sober.
We have timber, water. electricity,
healthfulness. men, money, enterprise,
intelligence and all else that can be
required. Why then shall we not be
full of reasonable hopefulness for the
greatness of our thriving city?
Fulton as a railway center is most
to remove to other
is less of the credit business
done Hi Fulton than any town known
in this sectior. The farmers raisel a
great variety of things for home and
foreign consumption, and always have
ready money to pay cash for pur-
chases. In markets where cotton or
tobacco alone is raised, the producer
is always several years in debt, and
in opening a new account for any
succeeding year, he has to mortgage
in advance the possible product of
his farm to his home merchants. In
Fulton this is never known. Our
farmers always pay cash or settle at
the end of thirty days, and always
have a surplus for: the luxuries of life.
This is due to the excellent manage-
ment of our farmers, and the abun-
dant harvest that rewards their year's
toil.
One of our chief industries is the
shipping interests of Fulton. Car
load after car lipid of cattle, hogs,
chickens, geese, turkeys and ducks
are shipped from here every month.
One shipment of chickens will some-
times bring a return of five thousand
dollars in a single instance. The
shipments of poultry. including eggs,
is a growing feature of our local in-
dustry. And sine the live poultry
business of Jack Hall has been
turned into the Rdeves & Nicholson 's
•
. •
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4 Poultry and 'Packing Compai .. with
headquarters at Chicago and branch
houses at Dreaden, Martin; Paris,
FULTON WATER WoRKS S LA:Cl/NIT.
v.( I ' I'll
M t i-1‘vt..li . -Wingt• am! ( li 0 ton . tire'•sseie -
poultry-is packed ,lat. ice and shippeil
to New York anti et en Vtir qll!.. wher
the supply is sufficient to allow.
•Ihe tobacco in*rests of Vulton is
one ./of her chief jtvlustries. singe it
furnishes.ocenpation and support fur
about one-fourth the popylation of the
town and one-hall the • population of
the.county. .
. Tobacco is brought here from Fill.
wit, Graves, I tbion. elikly' and as
tar east as Henry- county. Tennessee.• . — ,- . .
mostly loose in shape tsar rehanillers.
• There are eight rehandlers in town,.
with a •rombined ,capac, of 92 hogs-
heath a day, or ii4.o00 hogsheads du-
ring a seastki sometimes even more.
Fields Bros. Ikave the largest re-
handling interests. oocupting two
large barns on ',Carr and Second •
streets anti giving employntent to over
eighty-five hands. 1 .,
('he nest in order are Toe Browder,
E G. Felts, l. W.' Lewis. l'sher &
'Ellis and Win. I (erring.
Tobacco is shipped from here to
1.ouisville, New York, France, Italy.
England, and . Germanv for inlimi-
facturing plposes. It brings back
c 1onsiderablef money to lit' in/ cir-
culation and mu rot in;:, our ton.
There aro tvv. 't .4-rred sclvools—
Anderson's Persistrn•- y high iit.•11ool.
taught 1)v Prof. 1,I. II. Atuterson.
and Fulton's 'consolidated secondary
high school. tangla, by , Prof. \V.
A. Singlettin. PrOfi. An 4 lerson ,co in-
piled aml printed the ( 'minty In
programme for the col .,•ed,
sch-ools oi..1'nnese. and did itiva.
Ile believes ednc:ition • is the only
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HARDWARE ESTABLISHMENT OF A. HUDDLESTON & CO.
There are quite a number of private
schools in and around the city, and if
Use next generation is not fully educat-
ed, it will be because the youth of to-
day were too indifferent to the ad-
vantages offered in the school room to
better their condition.
Fulton is the best hotel and. restaur-
ant town for hundreds of Miles around.
Knight s Hotel, completed two
years ago, is a magnificent building,
four stories high, and furnished
sient people being unable to ofnd
accommodations on account of the
large,city patronage:
Rascoe & Mitchell have an excel-
lent restaurant and rooms in the Mur-
rell block, and they are well patron-
ized.
The town is blessed with churches.
The Methodists have the strongest
following. The Christian and Bap-
tist churches have large memberships,
while the Presbyterians, Cumberland
ONE OF FIELDS BROS. LARGE TOBACCO WAREHOUSES.
throughout with the latest appliances
and furniture.. It is one of the most
beautifully finished hotels in the state.
Knight also has charge of the Grand
Central hotel.
Another large hostelry is the new
Meadows Hotel, lately constructed in
Meadows' block.
The Commercial hotel, under the
charge of Mrs. J. H. Milburn, is the
favorite place of a large number of
city boarders and railway men, tran-
Presbyterians and Episcopalians are
also prominent and have regular ser-
vices.
There are three colored churches—
Freewill and Missionary Baptists and
Methodists.
The Masons, Odd Fellows and
Knights of Honor all have strong
orders here.
A factor that is not to be over-
looked in this niatter of Fulton's
future greatness is the morals and in-






Greatness is goodness, and there is r1°.
true greatness where there is no true
goodness. "There are some vicious
people in Fulton, of course. There
also. But it can be tr ithfully said
Iare a few pest-holes that breed vice,
that the large majority of the sub-




especially pure and good. - The in-
fluence of our home life is Isw.,oiesoine
and saving. Our women are keepers
at home. In conversatiOn they are
chaste, and in conduct Pure, A re-
fined power they exert. This
regard as a Most hopeful guarantee of
a substantial ris,ing generation who
will fill up the tbuisiness, p oliticaSand
religious columns of the future With
an honest, industrious, frugal and
Capable manhood and womanhood.
When we, therefore, Idok over the
field we are assured tha
be charged with idle dr
we declare our growing
ton's growing greatness.
To such strangers as may read this
paper we extend an invitation. asicing
that they visit us, look over our
ground, share our hospitality, and
prove that the things we here assert
are true, and that the half has not
been told. The I.F.ADER will al ays1.1
take pleasure in displaying the tit ost
•••
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It would interest the average Ful-
ton resident of the present time to
look back into the history of the town
when she was in her swaddling clothes.
. - .
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HOME OF THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK.
courtesy in correspondence, and in
the amenities of social life, to all who
will put us to the test. Our doors are
open, our4ables are free, our heart is
warm, and our service is subject to
orders. Come share with us the
present greatness, and the greater
future greatness of our pushing, thriv-
ing, social, moral, business city.
A VIEW OF MAIN STREET FROM THE HILL.
Early in the fifties when the United
states mails were carried on horse-
back from Old Feliciana, in Graves
county, Ky., to Jacksonville, Tenn.,
(near Harris), a postoffice was est-
ablished on the State Line road in
a little cabin built by Mr. B. F. Can,
one of the first settlers in Fulton.
The cabin stood on a mound near the
present dwelling of Rev. R. A. Cooke."
and was at that time in front of Mr.
Frank Cares house. This postoffice
was called Pontotoc, and Dr. V. A.
Hawkins. a pioneer medical prac-
titioner, was the first postmaster of
Fulton.
About that time there were but
three families living in Fulton' (or
that is now the site of the town).
They consisted of B. F. Carr, F. G.
Bard and Noah Norman. Thel first
named gentleman had settled in what
is now West Fulton.
The first store of any kind was
owned and conducted by Messre. B.
F. Carr and Fernando Roots in the
depot building, and embraced dry
gOOdS, notions„.groceries, etc. Later
the firm Oalfged to Carr & Eddings.
About May 30, 1865, Dr. S. G.
Patttrson moved to the new settle-
ment and opened a physician's office
in a small house on State Line road
that was formerly used as a saloon.
A few years later the doctor built and
opened a dry goods store near the
_
present site of Joe Wade's furniture
store and also built a residence on the
lot now occupied by 1/r. Whitehead's
residence. At that time there were
three stores in Fultym—Dr. Patter-
son's, Carr & Edditigs. and a small
store owned by Terry & McCall.
Later J. A. Collins bought from B.
F. Carr a lot so x too feet for the
purpose of erecting a Store house. It
was the present site of Wm. Cohn's
store. Mr. Collins paid Mr. Carr
Poo for the lot. 'that was in 1867.





the lot just east oi Fisher & Re
drug store. The !mlilic school in
was a small strotlurr situated on t
pel Hill. near the pre tent site of
5., N. Hall's residLnce and taught
James Casly.
NIr. Pink Stillev was the first
killed in the new town._ having b
4firdered by a railroatt man flat
Belts.
Mrs. Wes Childers Was the
hotel keeper. and still runs the C
ders house.
9. w. Thomas erected the
. _
PLANT OF THE FULTON ICE COMPA
survey was by Dr. G. \V. Paschall,
and the second by F. M. .Thomas.
The first brick house was built by W.
T. Carr (the Carr block) on Lake
street.
The fir:t lot sold was to William
Wooldridge for a store house, A. D.
Collins being given as reference.
Dr. T. C. Parker was the first
police judge, and Flem Sellers the
first marshal.
Mrs. A. D. Collins and Jas. Harvey
Gardner taught school in the first





brick hotel at the railway crossii
having paid 5225 for the lot
hundred feet s(1uare. I,atterly it si
the Fleinieg Hotel, when it gave w
two years ago to the present fine bui
ing known as Knight's Hotel.
Uncle Charley Knight opened I
first restaurant at the crossings, wh
Henry Knight bore oft brick at Allei
brick yard at 5o cents a day. T
familiar face of Uncle Charley is s
to be seen in the hotel restaurant a
is likely to be for years to come.
A. I). Collins was the first r
•
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James Roberts was
factur"er of buggies. "1
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the first foundry. A. I
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A GROUP OF ILLINOiS CENTRAL RAILROAD EMPLOYES.
t —E P. Russell, Agent.
2 —ciarence Williams, Supervisor's Clerk
3—Robt. Johnson, Clerk.
4—D. T. Creed le, Ticket Agent.
5—P. H. McCormick, Roadmaster.
6—Nat G. Murpheyi Baggage Agent.
7—U. E. Flay, Cashier.
8—Earl Russell, Yard Clerk .
goods clerk, Dr. Gid Paschall the
first physician, Stacker Taylor (now
of Paris, Tenn.,) was the first to
write insurance in the new town;
Judge R. S. Murrell the first lawyer;
R. A. Browder, Dr. Paschall and R.
S. Murrell had the first butcher shop,
which was on the Paschall hill.
D. L. Norman was the oldest man
r#.1sed in the territory of Fulton;
Leroy Collins the first blacksmith,
who can still be found at his old
stand.
The first newspaper in the town of
Fulton was the Times, long since
dead.
` The first bank was the Fulton Bank,
with A. 'F. Mitchell as first cashier.
Kennedy, Whiteside and Paschall
started the first grist mill ib 1868,
near the present site of MurrelPs
livery stable and coal office. ' Before
that time the people had to send to
Paducah for flour and meal.
The oldest citizens in this immedi-
ate vicinity are A. T. Thompson and
Taylor Bard.
R. W. Barcliff, the first photo-
grapher, is still living, but very old
and feeble.
One oi the first and most extensive
stock and poultry dealers was J. C.
Williams..
The first white child, bo6.1 soon




years with the 
intermission of one
term, when B. H. 
Freeman occupied
the position. Sam 
Bedford defeat-
before the latter's death. 
J. IV.
a short time
ed Starks in 1893, only
Chambers and IV. P. Felts 
have held
the office since. J. F. 
Fall is the
present incumbent.
The first police judge 
under the
new order of things was C. 
F. Rice.•
followed by Bruce 
Eddings, Mots
Ayreli, IV. P. Nolen and the present
policle judge—J. IV. Sell
ars.
The first city marshal wa
s
Boaz, then Albert Hudille
ston, Green
Neely, John Pullen, Frank 
Brizen-
dine, Fate Rascoe and Albert
Weston, the present ofticer.
John Tyler is city clerk at 
present,
John Iluddleston water works 
super-
intendent, Billy Harpole street com-
missioner.
It is interesting to listen at our ol
d
settlers tell of the early history of this
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fiulton county has long held the homes, great barnis filled with the
naffie of being the garden spot of the product of labor, mid their farms well
Purchase. It is one of the greatest stocked with the latest improved ma-
agricultural districts of the South and chinery and appliances.
West. There are no high altitudes Modern methods have long since
except a few hills about 1,000 feet taken the place of the plodding pro-
above the sea level, mostly on the cess of living, and the cultivation of
northwest of the city of Fulton, and the county is marked by an era of
the entire country surface is a rolling progress and enterprise.
level, running somewhat towards the The splendid timber lands are fast
Mississippi river, disappearing before the march of civ-
The immense native wealth of or
farming lands has attracted attention
from all parts of the United States.
and every year many prospecton
come to this section and locate.
In both east and west the produc-
tiveness of the land is somethig
remarkable. The farmers have .i-
lage down to a system, and gils,p,*
ter returns from a few acres timererof*
farmers elsewhere get frorr far
acreage. Further South the riting
a farmer is made by the ntaber
acres he OWDS, but here iv Fult
county the importance is thegreat
profits to be derived withoutialorY
the soil. A small farm in 'he fer
valleys of Fulton county world ke
A GENERAL VIEXV OF THE NEW RAILROAD YARDS.
The first drug store was pat up by
Drs. G. W. and N. J. Paschall, with
R. M. Bullock first drug clerk.
James Roberts was the first manu-
facturer of buggies, T. T. Twigg the
first livery stable man, Wm. Hall the
first tinner, N. C. Webb established
the first foundry, A. P. Creedle first
grain dealer, Dr. S. Patterson the
first resident minister.
••••TV (Ylf I Mc RtTII,DING.
The oldest relic and only house
now standing, without repairs, is the
log house used as an office by Dr.
Gid W. Paschall on State Line street,
built in the so's.
The oldest merchant in all these
diggings is old Uncle Johnny Brittian,
the founder and father of Cedar Hill,
once a thriving village south of town,
that was soon afterwards absorbed by
FUlton, along with many other towns
like old Feliciana.
'The first ordinances for the city of
Fulton were framed and adopted May
20, 1874, by the board of trustees,
consisting of the following council-
men: T. C. Parker, Chairman; G.
IV. Paschall, R. M. Bullock, J. A.
Wyatt and A. D. Collins. The last is
the only surviving one.
The present council is composed
of the followin{gentlemen: W. H.
Powers, W. W. Meadows, F. S.
Knouse, C. E. Weldon, G. H. Brans-
ford and E. M. Taylor.
Judge Ed C. Starks was the first
ayor and served for nearly twenty
A
one in good circumstances, especially
when proper attention is paid to stock
raising as combined with cereals.
The land is so rich in essentials for
a high-grade agricultural product th
crops require but little cultivabrin
Yet the latest improved rris 
le
with all our best farmers to 
i machinery 
andand farm implements are used by our




of product in order to obtain
highest market price.
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see where a greater acreage is given
to clover culture, and the good effect
of this is to be seen every year ,
b 
the
large increase of productivenessiYand
the improved condition of farm lands.
Our farmers are in easy circum.
stances, and many are affluent and
prosperous, with large, comfortable
•
REIGI IT DEP( .
termed Jackson Purchase in 'Ken- Hickman—started in
tucky. Hickman county was named
after Captain Paschall Hickman. a
native of Virginia. and the first settle-
ment was effected in the county in
1780, at Fort Jefferson, sear Wick-
liffe. After all the other counties in
West Kentucky had been cut off from
Hickman county there only remained,'
what is now Fulton and Hickman'
counties embraced in one, with Co-
lumbus as the county seat. Colun#tts
was settled in 1804, where there was
little more than a block-house as a
protection from the Indians.
Mills' Point, the present site of the
the struggles of
Moscow to be the county seat of
Hickman. The town was then the
center of a thriving trade from the
adjoining country—the same as Old
Feliciana was in the further eastern
part Of the Purchase.
Fulton county was, duly surveyed
and established a separate and dis-
tinct member of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky in 1843, being the nine-
ty-ninth county in the order of forma-
tion. It contains 184 square milt.: of
territory, and is one of the most oddly
shaped counties in the state. W:thin
two or three miles of its eastern
BURKES' RAILROAD CAMP IN WEST FUCION.
ilization, or ra er, cultiyation; and,
the vast forests of oaks, poplars and
gums are now giving place to wheat
and corn fleldg.t In the low lands the
timber is, untoulied and in its native
condition. There is an abundance of
hardwood timber for manufacturing
purposes of easy access to towns on
the Illinois Cer tral, Mobile & Ohio,
and Nashville & Chattanooga rail-
roads. In the southern extremity, in
the neigihborhood of Reelfoot Lake,




,hiv;kory hic , gum 1 and walnut is
Fulton county was originally part
of Hickman cdunty, which about the
year 1804 embraced all what is now
1_
town of Hickman, was settled in 1819
by a gentleman of that name. Daniel
Baldridge was the first white born in
what is now Fulton county. • Some
authorities claim he was born near
Cayce, and others say it was oti a
family boat at Mills' Point.
In 1824 the following families set-
tled in the interior parts of the county:
A; M. Rush, near what is known as
Rush Creek; Robert and Samuel Mc-
Kinney, on the Bayou -de Chien
Creek; John and Ben Maneese and
Hugh Sparkman, Duncan Campbell,
Martin Oliver, Jerry Mitchell and
William Bynum, near c_ayce.
The dismemberment oft Fulton
county from its mother cdunty—
boundary are four, other counties—
Obion and Weakley in Tennessee,
and Hickman and Graves, in Ken-
tucky. In the weskern division of
the county the topographical features
are stranger still. In addition to the
fearful "earth-cracks'' and precipitous
bluffs, the section known as Madrid
Bend is entirely cut off from the rest
of the county by the great bend the
Mississippi river makes in doubling
its bed. To reach the —Bend" by
land one has to travel several hun-
dred miles into the state of Tennessee
and thence back northward into Ken-
tucky.
Reelfoot Lake. or what is termed
the toes'of the Reelfoot. rest against
OVERHEAD BRIDGE ON STATE LINE 
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the southern edge ,of Fulton county
and in the western portion. This
lake is mostly in Obion and Lake
counties, Tennessee, and is one of
the best known bodies of water in the
southwest. Last year it was bought
by several millionaire sportsmen of
Clarksville, Tenn.,.with the intention
foot lake is forty miles long by ten
Miles wide, and .was formed in 1811,
it is supposed, by violent earthquake
disturbances, though it is supposed
by other authorities to have been the
old bed of the Mississippi Nver, and
that the' bottom fell out during an,
•
earthquake which caused so many
• A GROUP OF KNIGHT'S HOTEL CLERKS.
Ed Smith, Manager of Restaurant. Albert Smith, Clerk.
H. W. Prestwood, Chief Clerk of Hotel. Dee Gholson, Clerk.
of contructing a private preserve. But
the protest against this move by the
freedom-loving people of the section
was so great the scheme had to be
abandoned and it was sold to other
parties for $15000,who have the inten-
tion of draining the lake and cultivat-
ing the vast area it now covers. Reel-
A
"earth cracks," so commonly met
with over the southwestern portion of
the county. The region of this lake
is direct in the path of the terrible
tornadoes and cyclones—one of the
most destructive of these storms passed
over the county from the southwest to
the northeast, going in the direction
-- -  
of Murray, Ky., in March, 1834.
In 1875 there was another dread-
ful visitation from these cyclones. It
occurred on Christmas morning.
On January 0, 1890, the central
part of the county experienced an-
other damaging cyclone, but little
harm was done in the immediate
country, except south of the village
Moscow. But the tornado destroyed
a greater part of the town of Clinton,
in Hickman county, and killed four-
teen people.
It was not until 1853 that Fulton
county could boast of a railroad.
Then the Hickman & Ohio Railway
Company was organized and charter-
ed, and was completed from Hick-
man to Union City in the following
year. A year later it fell into the
hands of the Louisville'& Northwest-
ern Railway Company, only to be
changed again in 1869, to the Nash
vine, Chattanoga & St. Louis Rail
way.
The Mobile & Ohio Railroad pas
through the county from north to
south in 1856.
The Paducah & Gulf Railway Com-
pany constructed its roadbed as far as
Fulton town in 1860, and ran a nar-
row guage line of trains for several
years, when the road was extottied
by degrees to Memphis and passed
into the hands of the Chesapeake, Ohio
St Southwestern Railway Company.
Two years ago—in 1898—this road
was, sold to the Illinois Central, and
froai Fulton to Memphis it now con-
stittites the main line of the great
trunk line that extends from Chicago
to New Orleans.
Fulton county was named in honor
of Robert Fulton, the inventor of the
first steamboat. The first court was
held in 1845 in a small house in one
of the principal streets of Hickman
(then Mills Point). The house .has
long since passed from existence and
was the present site of a large furniture
store in Hickman.
The court was then, as now, com-
posed of magistrates, the senior of
whom was the county judge. Later
and under the present constitution,
Lewis Sceaice was the first county
judge, and he lleld that position till
1854. The clounty has only had
eight judges, the present one being
H. M. Kearby, who was elected in
1897.
The first sheriff was Jacob White,
MURPHEY ROW, A NEGRO SECTION OF THE TOWN.
- Aisirarsom0410.-00.4. 
-
elected January 30, 1845. His first
bond was fixed at $3,000, the second
at $2,000. Fourteen men wore the
shrievalty robes since, and J. T.
Stubblefield, the present sheriff, makes
the sixteenth to serve this county in
that capacity.
L. D. Stephens was the first county
clerk, having been chosen pro tern,
April 1, 1845, with a bond' of S ro,-
000. There were seven other clerks
since his days, and Sam ). Luten.
the present efficient cou ty clerk.
makes the eighth.
J. Wesley Morris, the pr sent cir-cuit;
clerk, had nine predec ssors. the
first being Dickson Givens.ie 1845-51.
A. S. Tyler was the firSt county
surveyor, and Robt. Powell the first
coroner.
A. D. Kingman, the fifst county
school commissioner, wast elected
twice to that position—in 4847 and
again in 1881. There w re seven
others who filled , the 
positi: 
n that is
now so ably attended to by [Prof. D.
E. Wilson, who was elected
for a second term.
Hon. Warren A. Lindsey,
in 1897
our pres-
eat county attorney, followed twelve
decessors in that' office,
tre first being E. I. Bullock.,
E. N. Sampson is the pres-
ent assessor. There were six;
others before him.
Hons. Henry A. Tyler and
R. T. Tyler were the only
citimis of Fulton county to
represent the Senatorial dis-
trict, composed of Hickman,
Fultor cr--i‘es counties,
in the State Senate, Hickman
and Graves having supplied 
the rest.
In the lower house of the Kentucky
Legislature Fulton and Hickman
counties elect a joint representative,
taking terms about. Of the Fulton
county residents, Winfrey B. McCon-
nell was the first representative, in
1848-49; Guy S. Miles, 1867-69; B.
R. Walker, 1873-
75-76; Henry ' S.
Campbell, 1877-78
J. R. Luten, 188i-





was erected in 1847




The first jail was
a log house and
was built in 1846,
but was torn down
and replaced by a
better one in 186o.
The present struc-
ture was erected in
1872, costing sev
eral thousand dol-
lars. It is of mod-
ern design, and se-1
KNIGHT'S HOTEL.
people at large when such necessity
arises.
The first school in the county was
taught by Wm. Morris, in 1825, in
the first school house near Watson's
Switch, on the M. & 0. railroad. He
was a poor man and his wife helped
make a living for the family, even
digging the well at home. John
Pryne taught school later on in the
Sylvan Shade Semirary. sometimes
The Fulton DAIL\ I.u.%14.1: and Ful-
ton Wr list\ I fI: ate published at
Fulton by Mott Ayres.
The Guard is a a eekly paper also
P ublished in Fulton.
The Hickman Courier is,edited by
George Warren at Hickman. and is
issued weekly.
The Commercial-Herald was the
first newspaper published in the county
—issued at Hickman in 154 t .
NEW HOME OF FULTON ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER CM,
SHOWING THE NEW BOILEit.
known as Simmons' schooli house. Of the towns in the county Hick-
Other early teachers weri Willis is the and the county
White, George Fair, Finley Bynum,
and a Mr. Singletary.
Fulton county is dotted all over
with school houses at present—there
being about fifty-six public school
teachers and thirty-six public schools,
man oldest,
seat, with a pothilation of 2,500.
Fulton is the largest, with a popula-
tion of 6,000. Cayce is a small town
in the centerN9f the county and on
the M. & 0. railroad. Jordan is also
a small station on that railroad. State
curdy constructed. 
The first jailor was John Betts (in
1846). There were only six other
guardians of the county's prisoners—
T. s. Wallace 
having served such a
long time. He was succeeded by 
Geo.
Carpenter and he by Jo Noonan, who
has held the position for two 
terms.
In Fulton county the public 
pauper
is unknown, 
and thtre never has been
any necessity of a 
county poorhouse
and fartn fOr the 
county's indigent.
Our people are 
mote or less well off,
in good homes and, 
productive farms
or thriving 
business interests, and the




A COTTON IELD SOUTH OF FUL1 ON.
with 3,060 pupils.
The county is well supplied with
churches, mostly Methodists, Bap-
tists, Christians, Presbyterians, and
Episcopals.
The last census. gave
population of 15,978,







There are five newspapers estab-
lished in the county—four secular
and one religious—the Baptist Flag,
edited by Eld. J. N. Hall, and having
of TA .nno.
Line is a village on the N. C. & St.
L. railroad, and Connelly is a landing
on the Mississippi river.
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owns in the county Hick-
oldest, and the county
a population of 2,300.
the r largest. with a popula-
Cayce is a small town
ter of the county and on
. railroad. • 'Jordan is also
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village on . the N. C. St St.
and Connelly is a landing
•Issippi river.
• .)n is the future metropolis.
•
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DOWS' BIG STOR F..
is 
MR. MARTIN. 
A GROUP OF FULTON BEAUTIES.
DR. R. N. WHITEHEAD.
The subject of this sketch is one
of the best scholars in the medical
profession, not only in this 'com-
munity but inithe two states where he
practices hi'S profession—Tennessee
and Kentuclq. He is a close student
and the older, he gets the more he
studies, and as this is the secret of
success in all intellectual professions
Dr. R. N. Whitehead will stand pre-
eminently among the best specialists
igand eneral practicioners combined
in t is section before many more
yearS. The doctor is really a resi-
dent of Kentkky, but has his home
in T nnessee—one of the largest and
most
parts
comfortable residences in these
He is prominently connected
with the civil government of South.
Fulton, having served as councilman
for several frears and is a_prominent
factor in stducation. His pleasant'
addre4s and genial, jolly disposition
make for him friends by the hundred.
Like ,a manly son he lives with his
aged parents whom he supports.
DR. J. R. LUTEN.
One of the best established, if not
the oldest physician in these parts, is
Dr. J. R. Luten, who not only ranks
high in his profession, but is so prom-
inently connected with all the affairs
—1)41iticallyi socially and profession-
laily—that Fulton county couldn't
Well do without him. He has a large
Practice in the counties contiguent to
Fulton, is eminently successful and




DR. J. R. LUTEN.
only as a material healer but spiritual
as well. He has always been fore-
most in politics—always conservative
and working for the elevation of
county politics and the harmony of
the democratic *arty. He repre-
sented the county in the lower house
of the Legislature a few years ago and
came home with a clean record and a
consciousness of duty well performed.
In his elegant rooms on South Lake
street he has a splendid labratory and
all lases appliances and surgical in-
struments.
DR. JOHN C. YATES.
This sterling young practicioner is
deserving of the best that can fall to
his lot. He has been actively in the
medical profession since graduating
•
DR. JOHN C. YATES.
Irons the University of Louisville, In
1892 where he took class honors ib
a large lists of fellow-graduates. H
took a post-graduate course at the
Kentucky Medical College (a summer
school) at Louisville last year. I his
corresponds with normal schools and
the system of instruction is advanced
and scientific.
So, combining natural gifts with
thorough and up-to-date methods and
theories, a preparation the result of
years of hard class work, sitting at
lectures and seven years hard work in
general practice, Dr. Yates is excel-
lently qualified for curing the ills that
flesh is heir -to.
This young doctor is very progres-
sive and stops at nothing to. perfect his
education and attain the lofty height
to which his ambition aspires. He is
•
DR. J. M. ALEXANDER
arranging to go to New York in the
fall to take polyclinics and hospital
work.
DR. J. M. ALEXANDER.
Dr. J. M. Alexander is one of our
leading young physicians and is a
close observer of their code of ethics.
He came to Fulton about ten years
ago and immediately received the
good will and confidence of our
people.
Dr. Alexander is one of our leaders
in social functions and has made made
more trips to Hickman with prospect-
ive bridegrooms than all others put
together. He is of a modest and re-
tiring disposition, destined to make
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HON. T. N. SMITH.
One of the leading young attorneys
of Fulton and Fulton county is the
Hon. Thos. N. Smith, who was born
and reared on a farm near this city,
and after receiving a common school
education, studied law under Judge
H, \ . N. smrrit.
--
Steel, and after passing a splendid
examination was admitted to the bar.
Mr. Smith males a specialty of
commercial practice; and is regarded
as one of the safest collectors any-
where to be found. He has made it
a rule to present the account to the
debtor the day it reaches him, and if
he succeeds in making a collection he
remits the very day it is paid.
Mr. Smith's friends are urging him
to make the race for the legislature,
and he has signified his intention of
doing so.
ELI). E. M. wArrs.
Eld. E. Fit. Waits, the popular pas-
tor of the Christian church, is perhaps
the brightest young preacher of his
denomination in the State of Ken-
ti4cky.
Id. Waits has one of the largest
memberships in the city and his con-
gregations are always large and ap-
preciative, due in a great measure to
ELI). E. M. WAITS.
the fact that he never tires them with
long drawn out and dry discOurses.
His sermons are always short, but they
show much thought and preparation.
Eld. Waits was recently married to
Miss Wooten, a daughter of Judge
Wooten of Bowling Green.
F. S. KNOUSE.
In many respects the busiest man in
Fulton is Frank S. Knotise, the hust-
ling agent of the American Express
Company at this place.
Coming here from the northwest
several years ago, when little more
than a boy, he grappled with the diffi-
culttes of the express and railroad
business until he arose to the respon-
sible position he now occupies—the
head of the local express management
W C a • AJCSI
at a railway center, where thousands
of packages change hands every day.
Mr. Knouse is exact and methodi-
cal in all business relations, and there
has never been the least discrepency
in his reports while serving the express
company.
He is one of our youngest law
makers and his voice and vote has
always been recorded on the side of
enterprise and progress.
JOE WADE.
A fixture of .South l'Cilton and an
honor to the town is her ex-Mayor Joe
Wade, who has been identified with
1the growth of the town sin 4e its origin
away back in i868. He . was three
time elevated to the mayoralty' and
served -for Years as councilman ands
school trustee.
Mr. Wade is in the furbiture and
undertaking business and has been in
the business at his present stand on
State Line street for about twenty-fives
years. Hejias a large business house
groupe0rOund his residence and
is filled with up-to-date furniture of
every kind. which he buys by the car





shipment—and sells within the reach
of the humblest buyer, as well as car-
rying the more costly sort of house
furnishing goods.
His uisdertaking department is first-
class. Mr. Wade gives this his per-
sonal attention and his long experi-
ence guarantees the public first-class
service.
HERBERT CARR.
Another leading- young attorney of
our town is Herbert Carr, who is a
.graduate of Vanderbilt University in
both the classical and law depart-
ments--fferbert is a son of Mr. W.
T. Carr, on whose land a greater part
of Fulton was built.
From childhood young Carr has
been of a studious turn of mind and
his friends are unanimous in the pre-
diction that he will make a brilliant
and able lawyer. Mr. Carr offices
with Hon. Ed Thomas in the First
National Bank building. He is quite
HERBERT CARR.
a noted singer, having been a mem-
ber of the Vanderbilt Glee Club. He
is also an all round athlete, fond of
outdoor sport and is the best amateur
baseball pitcher in Kentucky.
CHAS. E. RICE.
Chas E. Rice is the honored and
trusted cashier of the Citizens Bank
of this city. A more solid man than
. Mr. Rice cannot be found within the
boundaries of old Kentucky.
Mr. Rice came to Fulton from the
Blue Grass region when a young man
and married one of our fairest girls in
the person of Miss Bettie 
Nolen• Mr:
and Mrs. Rice have one 
of the most
,pleasant homes in Fulton 
and their
pretty group of children 
are admired
by all their acquaintances.
Some years ago Mr. Rice 
was hon.
ored with the office of 
police .judge,
CHAS. E. RICE.
but he soon tired of its, to him, un-
ple'asant duties and devoted all of his
time to his fire insurance agency.
which he has since sold and is at
present giving all of his valuable time
to the interests of the Citizens Bank.
HENRY KNIGHT.
At a cost of over twenty thousand
dollars Knight's Hotel in this city was
erected. This building is beyond
doubt one of the prettiest and most
complete of any hostlery in the borders
of old Kentucky.
The proprietor of .this celebrated
hotel is Mr. Henry Knight. a you:
man who is well known throughcs
ttie South and the North among the
Knights of the Grip for the excellent
service of his hotel.
A likeness of this hotel, a picse
of Mr. Knight and also a grout ot
four of his most trusted emploi,rw.
pear in this issue. In covet-tie
with this hotel Mr. Knight cons one
• -fkii(•‘.
HEN Kr KNIGHT.
of the prettiest barber shops to be
anywhere, the sides of the room •e-
ing made of plate glass mirrors.
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pretty home on Gospel Hill,
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FULT&N NORMAL AND BUSINESS COLLEGE.-
FULTON NORMAL AND BUSI-
NESS COLLE(;E.
This school was founded in ificio"
with Profs. Yates and Kilgore as the
first teachers.. These were succeeded
by Kirkland Bros.,' who conducted
the schoolfor four consecutive years.
It was then in its prime and attained
a wide reputation as a business and
normal ,college, and. the enrollment of
pupils from a distance the largest
ever knOwn in a to a scho 1. The
original cost of the two-stor brick
building was $7,500 and a boarding
hall built since at a cost of $4,000.
The school building was purchased
two years ago by the trustees of South
Fulton as has siffce been used as a
public school. Prof. G. R. Haley
of Murray, who has been employed
to teach the next fall session, is emi-
nently fitted for the position and will
no doubt have the hearty co-opera-
tion of the patrons and trustees.
MEADOWS' BIG STORE.
In speaking of the Big Store one
might as well confine himself to the
history of Fulton from a village to a,
city of 6,000 people: today. The
confidence W. W, • .Meadows has
always had in the growth, and'
great success of the city has been
reflected again and again upon
other business men, until a com-
bined effort of local capitalists and
merchants have given the town a rush
forward to a great city. Mr. Mead-
ows has passed a quarter of a century
of business success, and his progress
has been marked by marvelous re-
sults. With his almost unlimited
resources, a cool calculating insight
into the future business conditions,
and an indomitable pluck to carry
any enterprise to completion. Mr.
Meadows has placed himself in an
enviable position as a merchant. Mr.
Meadows will doubtless do much more
for the progress and prosperity of
Fulton. 'Ile Meadows block is one
of the largest and finest in the South,
and our people are proud of it.
A little over four years ago Mr. U.
S. Shacklett came to Fulton from
_Waverly, Tenn., and started as a
clerk in the hardware store of W. P.
Felts. A year later he bought an in-
terest in the store, but when the
Meadows' new block was completed
he severed his connection and estab-
lished a new hardware store in this
building, occupying a double store
space. For a time he was associated
with- Mr. J. W. Chambers, but
Messrs. J. W. and L. E. Thomas of
Crutchfield bought Mr. Chambers' in-
This is an up-to-date hard-
ware establishment .and would do
honor to any city three times the size
of Fulton. The. firm has a largic
warehouse in the rear filled with farm
machinery and implements. The fine
business tact and tireless pluck of Mr.
Shacklett has won for him the reputa-
tion of one of, the most progressive
and extensive business men in this
section, and his wide-awake partners
are ably seconding him.
stitute has stood pre-eminently one of
the best schools in Southwest Ken-
tucky. It is advantageously situated
west of the beautiful' grove known as
Carr Park, is a two-s.tory brick gothic
in architecture and has a decidededly
handsome appearance and cost over
$15,000. The departments are well
arranged for the customary ten grades
in the public school. For such it has
been used during the past seven years.
and has been instrumental in turning
out a great many graduates for Ful-
ton. Prof. C. W. Oldham has had
charge of this school for the past three
years. and right well has he conduct-
ed it. The school is on the accred-
ited list and its graduates are per-
mitted to enter the state college at
Lexington without examination.
Another influential tobacco dealer
is Joe Browder, commonly known as
"Jodie." Although, like most of
our enterprising business men, he
started comparatively poor. he is now
one of the most prosperous and afflu-
ent business men of Fulton, and he
has made it all by his fine business
tact and superb management. He
LARGE HARDWARE HOUSE OF SHACKLETT, THOMAS & CO.
icnce and.
handles a large amount of the tobacco
raised around this section, is an ex-
cellent    judge roefl i tgo od
Upon 
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has ben a member of the school
board for several years. and takes
great interest in educational matters.
In this issue we present a picture of
Geo. R. Creedle. proprietor of the
Fulton Transfer Co., is one of the
busiest,men in the city of Fulton to-
day. From early infancy Mr. Creedle
has been of an ambitions turn of imind
and his indomitable determition,
FULTON TliNSiSFER CO, (i
has c,ertainly brought bim success„to
he has one of the besrpaying sestab
lishrnents in Fulton. Besides runain
a number of transfer wagons,
Creedle is engaged in the coal aid
r •
- -
ice business and his telephone is busy
during the winter months receiving
coal and wood orders, while during
the summer season iee the cry. His
sound as a dollar. His wagons are
built of the best material to be found
and his motto has ever been: "Not
how cheap, but how good." Mr.
Creedle is well, liked by everybody
and has an interesting family to whom
he is greatly attached.
facility iti
supplyirg the manufaturing markets
with hardwood material. The N..
ton Lumber Company ships as fast a.s
they are turned, car load after car
load of seasoned black and white
hickory spokes to Chicago, St. Louie,
and Louisville, which bring as much
as Si .000 and $1,200 a car load. to
be distributed among home mer-
chants.
This industry has gone through
varied experiences since, it was first
established about fifteen years ago,
and is now in a most prosperous con-
pition.
Messrs. Dent and Ethridge came
into control of the plant last year and
their enterprise and business like
methods have pushed it far up in the
front with the leading industries of
this section.
'The firm i is composed of Messrs.
George Dent and J. W. Ethridge,
both of -Sharon, Tenn. They are
men of considerable means, pluck and
indefatigable application and deserve
the smiles of prosperity that now
reward their effort. Only the most
.experienced,and skilled labor can get
''Amployment in this factory.
Mr. Ethridge is a nephew of Hon.'
Emerson Ethridge of Dresden and is
one of the wealthiest bachelors in
West Tennessee.
A proverous drug store that has
confidence in printer s ink and the
• 'e-s abslity to make good at their store
an guarantee or .promise, is one to
be relied upon every time.
':ne drug firm of Bennett Bros. is
so irmly established and the proprie-
tor, So clever and popular with the
pesple that it is a pleasure to give it
pla:e in our columns. It is composed
°Iwo brothers4am and Joe Ben-
net, and they are hustlers, excellent
saes len and efficient and accurate
pies iptionists. They' have had so
ii experience that they couldn't
611 ders any other way than just
riglt\ They own their place of busi-
,iess—a- two-story brick in the Mead-
ows block, and are thriving in a way
quite pleasant to their friends; and
shows their ability as financiers; and
-die confidence of their customers in
their drugs and business methods.
P. H. WEAKS
This"sterling man of destiny moved
w Fulton from 
Water Valley not quite
five years ago, 
and his success in
business here has been phenominal.
rein a small dry goods store and one
or two clerks 
he has risen to a large
double store on the corner of- Lake
street and Commercial avenue, and
employs some eight or ten clerks. He
believes in the efficacy of printer's
ink and the 
best of his rapid success
was made telling the 
people what he
had to sell. 
Though still quite young
Mr. Weaks is fast forging ahead as 
a


































Bank is in a rising condition, having
already declared handsome dividends
to its enterprising stockholders. Its
flourishing condition is not surprising
when one considers that the bank is
under the excellent management of
Mr. C. E. Rice. one of the best and
most astute accountants and financiers
in this country. • Mr. Rice is a tower
of .strength to any institution. He
lift the confidence and esteem of
everybody wherever he is known.
He is the very man to demonstrate
LARGE 1)RA. GOODS ESTAll.ISHNIENT OF P. H.. WEAKS.
energetic as he is deliberate and his
business methods have %son the con-
fidence of the people. who admire
him for his pluck. genial ways and
his honest methods and fai; dealings.
Mr. Weaks well merits the Orosperity
that has so abundantly cr+ned his
efforts to build up a good clry goods
hilliness in Fulton and- he till always
make friends by his cultrured and
affable manners and the liberal bar-
gains he offers every day.
THE crEizENs BANK.
Although dating its existence
little over a year ago, the Citizens
that two banks can prosper in F
in the face of trying conditions'.
is uniformly polite and attenti
everybody. and is one of our
popular business men. N. G..(
assistant cashier, is of great he
Mr. Rice. Mr. Smith Fields i
president and one of the best oil
any bank ev4r had.
BEN NIURRELL.
One of the best hustlers in the coal
and city transfer business is Mr Ben
Murrell, whose office is on Walnut
street at the intersection of that thor-.'.
oughfare with the railroad. He is
HOME OF THE. crrizENs AA N K.
--",--
one of the most truly energet c men
in town and is ,doing a big business.
Mr. Murrell is a part and parcel of
Fulton. As the scion of Uncile Bart
j(... Murrell, one of the pione ,r set-
tlers of this place. he is 'nor ,gener-
atly known than so many of thi new
corners. He is governed by strict
business methods, and takes great
pride in the rapid growth of his na-
tive city, whose interest he is so
zealously watching and striving to
advance.
MURRELL'S COAL AND TRANSFER ESTABLISHMENT.
THE FULTON DAILY LEADER—JUNE, IS99.I LLUSTRATED INDUSTRIAL SUPPLEMENT TO
KESIDENCE OF COL. W. P. TAYLOR.
COE. W. P. TAYLOR.
Universally honored and respected
is the genial and friendly W. Pleas
Taylor, now the dignified and saga-
cious president of the First National
Bank. He is extremely liberal and
hospitable in his quiet, domestic and
social life. but a cautious and conser-
vative head of the excellent banking
institution of which he is the moving
factor. Perhaps Pleas Taylor is the
most widely known sod beloved mdi-
vidual in all ulton county. For
years he was prominently before the
county as County Court clerk, and
whenever he wanted that office he wa
considered invincible—every one gay
way to him, and it is the uniizers
opinion that he made us a capita
clerk. He has built a handson
home in Fulton since retiring from
politics, and will spend his declinin
years surrounded by the people wh
love and value him most.
W. H. NORMAN. ̀
As proprietor of the City Boo
Store, Mr. Willis H. Norman is one o
the best known young men of Fulton
He is strictly and severely busines
and is one of our most competent an
widely esteemed business men.
is polite and attentive to the bas
wants of the public, and his fine
banks Can prosper in Fulton
ce of trying conditions. H
rmh polite and attentive t
y, and is one of our most
businesi men. N. G. Cook,
cashier. is of great help tn
e. Mr. Smith Fields is thn
t and one of the best officern
k ever had:
BEN MURRF:LL. •
t the best hustlers in the coal
transfer business is Mr. Ben
whose office is on Walnut
the intersection ot that thor-
with the railroad. He is
the mast truly energetic men
and is .doing a big business.
nrrell• is a part and parcel of
. As the scion of Uncle Bart
rrejl. one of the pioneer set-
' this place. he is more gener-
own than so many of the new
. He is governed by strict
.s methods. and takes great
n the rapid growth of his ta-
t'. whose interest he is so
ly watching and striving to
e.
cess is due to the persistency to which
he has applied himself to his profes-
sion. In addition to having the only
book store in the city he is manager
of the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany, d has made a most efficient
enp e, having served in th t capa-
uring the past six years\
rman is full of push and en
and in every way deserving the
perity that is rewarding him.
E. C. REEDS.
One of the leading citizens in Ful-
ton is Col. E. C. Reeds, whose like-
ness we have the pleasure of showing
our readers in this issue.
Col. Reeds is one of Fulton's early
settlers, and lived here when the town
was a wilderness. He was thrown on
his own resources when a mere lad.
and is a self-made man. He always
had confidence in Fulton's future and
began buying land and putting his
spare money in it from the start.
Today Col. Reeds is one of the
wealthiest men in Fulton, and owns a-
vast amount of valuable property in
and around our city, among which is
the celebrated Reeds block, consist-
ing of two-story brick and iron front
business houses, all of which are
occupied. Col. Reeds is building
twenty nice residences at ,present in
his new addition to Fulton, and is one
of the most energetic men we ever
saw.
G. H. BRANSFORD.
Among the first to go into business
in Fulton is G. H. Bransford, who
moved here from the Mt. Zion neigh-
borhood (near Jordan) when the city
was a mere village, and established a
brick yard near the Paducah & Gulf
railroad and away back in the Nor-
man field. 'rhe town has grown so
rapidly that his brick yard is now in
the center of East Fulton and he could
sell his property by town lots for thou-
sands of dollars. He has Mace bought
twenty-five acres back of his place
and, has unlimited facilities for get-'
ting out brick. Last year finding ha
machinery incap-
able for the de-
mand, he put in an
entire new plant




bya very high pres-
sure, and skilled
'Workmen. Asso-
ciated with him is
his eldest son, r.
Clarencellransford
whose experience
dates back- to the
time when he was
a mere tot, and G. It.
who has gone gra-
dually through every departineut of
work until he is one of the most et.
ficient managers the yards ever had.
They ship brick to all the neighbor-
ing towns by the car load, and the
demand for their high grade brick is
still on the increase. Mr. Bransford
was married early in life to Miss Jessie
an immense pat-
ronage. Miss • Ben-
nett is one of the
most pleasant and
agreeable women
we ever saw, and
when she fails to
please a customer
none else need try.
Her store is lo-
cated on Lake
street and besides
a full line of the
latest millinery she
carries a well as-





A - leading rocery firm is that of
Gordon & Ha his. and volume of bus-
Bess done by this house is not sur-
prising when tie extreme popularity
of the proprietors is considered. T.
Cordon is one of the oldest and
RESIDEN.CE 111), J. N.' H.
Patterson, daughter of Dr. S. G. kts mo,
terson. one of Fulton's piotwer et- Vw
- I be
J. N. HALL.
One of the most celebrat;',1;31'l
ministers in the Missionar
denomination dwells in our iy in t
person of Eld. J..,
N. Hall. who is
editor of the Am-
erican Baptist Flag •
of fourteen thous-
and, and pinilish-
ed in this city. Lid.
Hall is recognized
and admitted on
all sides to be the
greatest debater
within the bounds
of the Baptist de-
nomination. His
services in this re-
speCt are so much
in demand that he
is away from home
the most of the time engaged in t
discussions. He is also a weatuf
pithy writer and his
frequently reproduced by other I
nals of large circulation.
has a pleasant home in the subur
our city.
it)n)rel citizens of our town
-ears hi has been Prominently
re the peopl,!, both in -a business
.legisltivte capacity and he was
-,ine of the be4 aldermen the town
evetj had. at has been in business'
for over sey years. About six years
lie asso• latest .himself with Mr.-
Will, H. Harris. a
MISS BELLE BENNETT'
One of the prettiest millinery stOres
to be found anywhere is that of Miss
Belle I ennett, the busiest woman in
Fulton. who by her own ettorts and
skill in the art she has made her pro-
fession, has succeeded in building up
  :young man of ex-
tieotionably good
-sbusiness 'qualities
—ers full 'of push
and straightfor-
ward,business me-
thods' as one can
be. This enterpris-
ing firm has grown




at an early day
they •will erect a
two-story business
• house on NI ain
street to accom-
inodate the d6••
niands of trade, which is very bright
with this favored store.
W. V. BRANN & SON.
Bread being the staff of life, the
splendid aouring mill of W. V. Bruin
& Son necessarily. ranks as not only
tkie leading industry of this vicinity,
but the Most essential as well. This
dulling plant is thoroughly fitted out
from the .ground floor to its fourth
story with the best roller machinery
and appurtanences.
. The flour produced are of the best
grades, from good, firm, well selected
A I j•01.7
14 S. 14 ?MI 'TIT!: I r
rriirlir mow!! f!!111,11V.1111(1frA
;1.:iti!II.1! 1.1'1 on. !
RESIDENCE OF MR. SMITH FIELDS,
wheat, and is strictly ilure and health-
ful breadstuff.
The best brands are •• Peerless"
and "White Lily." ()f the first named
several car loads are shipped to dif-_.
rerent points south and west every
In one instance of 5oo barrels of
—Peerless." shipped to one firm in
'Mississippi, there has not been a sin-
gle complaint.
The firm is composed of. W. V.
Braun, who was raised in the wheat-
fields; of Weakly county most till his
life, and his son Commodore 'Irwin.
one of the .most experienced buyers
and Manager . in this country.
Both father and son aee deservedly
popular and highly respected
)l. I.. FAR \ I ER.
NI. L. Dock) Farmer is without
contradiction the leading dealer ..in-
yeehicles of all kinds and he carries
the best stock of buggies, phaetons,
pony rigs car'riages, carts, saddles,
harness, whips, laprobes and things in
this line of business to be found this
side of St. Louis and Louisville.
He is a man in whom one can place
THETFORD BROS.
(Inc of the most enterprising firms
in the city of Fulton is that of E. N
and James Harmon Thetford. dealers
in furniture and coffins. These gen-
tlemel has e by their close attsmion
to business built up ior themselves a
R. \'. L. FAR VER.
by any one in this line of business in
the city.
The gentlemen are both mar-ied
and have happy and interesting fami-
lies. Jas. Harmon Thetford pays
special attention to the undvrtaking
department of the firm and haying
graduated at the head of his selass at
Clark's celebrated school of embaltn-
ing, he has gained the utmost confi-
dence of the community in his work.
Mr. E. N. Thetford is regarded is
one of the best salesmen in town. Be-
sides being in the furniture business,
Mr. Thetford is one of the ,school
directors of Carr Institute and takes a
live interest in educational matters at
all times.
This 'firm has attained somewhat of
a reputation in the wholesale line of
late, having sent several large ship-
ments of furniture to distant towns.
and having customers at points over
fifty miles from Fulton. They give
satisfaction where others fail.
can't be guaranteed is not in his class
of goods and the people haeve him.
•too.
r. Farmer not only owns t1-.e
Property in which his business is sit-
uated, but also quite a number of
other houses,' evidencing his con-
fidence in Fulton' and a stable comb-
tibn of local business., He is settled
here for life and is making tuon,.•y
- fast. And he has one of the prettiest
residences in West Fulton.
-It requires two large ware-roonis.
in addition to his double store to car-
ry the large stock this firm handles.
Mr. Farmer is fortunate in having
to assist him such a clever young man
as Gus rard, whom he adopted when
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endeavor to describe the process of .
to-date in every particular.
ble on paper the DAtty LEADER will
cal department are modern and il
l
other appliances used in the inechan.
)i-
Briefly and as intelligently as 
possi-' the middle of the month) and th •
it, v),asis.d, o. it:IliI.:, re 
Patters 
sionc esnshteosp.:
conseqUence his bill for that month
paper .-kugust 14th orwhi1c5hth 
he 
(about
indicates that he began taking





to scores of others, but this article 
three departments are sub-divided in-
ment. In the large city offices these
partment, and the mechanical depart-
iness department, the editorial de-
ments in a newspaper office—the bus-
There are three ne.Cessary depart- .
issue for which he has jiaid up to
October and Nove,mber. denotes that
he was taking two papers of each
the •`8o" marked- in the month of
The Jn . Jones, of incinnatti. ().
appear as another ol subscriber anr;
same and stopped the paper for a gr so,
will deal • with making a paper in a
name . f C. A. . 'Vat NilliPhis,
date. ' The third and vast apj Gclth .e
city the size of Fulton, with special
Tenn.: it seems atif he wns. dissatis-reference to the DAILY LEADER.
. i fled with the paper: he began thc lastTHE IT'SINESS END.
week in the month of August and•i Of least importance to the average
took it up to the last of October,
when he had it stopped, and up to
the time of going to press he has
never paid a cent; We place. him
;among the "dead7beats."
These names kind accounts are
used merely to illustrate the book-
keeping system.
The advertising books are as dif-
ferent from the subscription books as
the subscription books are different
from those employed in any other
A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE LEADER
The first issue of the FULTON DAILY
LEADER appeared on the streets of
'Fulton on the afternoon of June 25th,
. 1898.
It contained a live telegraphic re-
))ort of the day's happenings, includ-
trig the latest news of the war, then 
in
'progress between the United States
itnd Spain.
• The excellency of the paper's 
news
service, both local and telegraphic,
'was a subject of -comment, not only
among Fulton people, but among the
people of neighboring towns as well,
who declared the 1.E.iitER to be the
best daily Paper they ever -saw in a
tosim of Fulton's size.
One thing that has made the paper
nopular is its freedom of speech, it
being out-spoken on all subjects and
chainpioning those measures that were
:believed by its management tol be for
the best interest of the town. "Give
the news regardless of person or per-
sons and hit whom it may,' has been
the LEAomes motto from the start.
t-in July the Fultonian-Democrat
,
the oldest weekly in Fulton, came
under the control of the LEADER and
1a weekly edition of the LEADER was
started.
From the very start the merchants 
and the people ;generally 'of Fulton
and Fulton county, feeling the,,impor-
twee of having an organ that would
champion their side, rallied to the
support of the daily and weekly
1,KtitER. and _today these two papers
circulate all through this section of
the •otintrv.
• The LEV politically is oreourse
anocratic. and of the Jo Blackburn
and W. J. Bryan order at that. The
•itulicy of the LEADER, however, has
from the start been to give the news
first, always side-tracking editorials
tor the live telegraphic and local mat-
10r. git ing the remainder of the pap
er
it any be available, to the political 
or
'other editorial comment.
reader is the inside workings of the
business office. The business is di-
vided into two classes—subscription
and advertising, and a separate set of
books are kept for each. There are
8ao names, or nearly so, on the sub-
scrip ion books of the DAILY 'LEADER
and more than twice that number on
those of the WEEKLY LEADER: '
It may interest some of the people
studying book-keeping to know how
keeping open accounts with_fioo peo-
The force consists of nineteen em-
ployes, not including the carriers, as
follows:* Editor. Mott Ayres; City 
Editor, Tons I Asvelace ; Reporter,
S. S. Scott: Cashier. Mrs: Mott Ayres;
Advertising and Circulation Manager,
Bowden: Foreman of Composing
Rooms, G. H. Wick: Foreman Press
Rooms, C. 'I'. Smith; Feeder, G.
McNeely: Superintendent of Mailing,
Geo. Herbert; Mailing Department,
Misses Ellie Smith, Margarette Sharp
and Gertrude Ketcham; Composing
Rooms, R. M. Jackson, A. Ingle, R. 
L. Burnett, E. Lassiter, W. C. Smith,
Geo, C. Baker, and Miss Minnie M.
Millen.
One • other secret of the • paper's
success is the unison of the force, all
working together in perfect harmony,
and seeking at all times to further the
success of the paper by lending their
enthusiasm and mind to the work that
each employee is delegated to per-
form.
The press work anti composition on
this issue was done in our own office ;
in fact, every particle of the work of
this Industrial Edition was executed
fit the LEADER office. The press work
was under the supervision of Mr. C.
T. Smith. foreman of the press rooms,
while the pretty make-up should be
credited to Mr. G. H. Wick, foreman
. of the composing rooms.
The home of the LEADER is a two-
story brick building with a basement,
a picture of which appears in another
column of this issue. The 'business
office. is fitted up in modern style and
is well supplied with those things ne-
cessary to make a newspaper com-
plete. Entirely apart from this busi-
ness office are the editorial rooms and
library, which contains over twelve
• hundred valuable books.
The composing room is large and
well lighted, having plenty of good
ventilation. The press room :is lo-
cated in the basement, and just in
front of it is the stock room, which
usually contains from St000 to Et5oo
worth of book, news and fiat paper,
it being our custom to buy direct from
the mills in car load lots.
The press on which the LEADER is
printed cost $2500. We .also have
two Gordon job presses for commer-
cial and other printing. The many
•
- 1 OUR TWO-REVOLUTION NIIEHLE PRESS,NAN ,FACTURED AT CHIA
I •
OUR BENNETT "UNIQUE" FOLDER. MANUFACTURED AT-ROCKFORD. ILL.
- - -
The abode of the -printer's devil'
in the composing roOm where also
em braces (--) that .never blush, and
tw em braces may always be
found. and there are "galleys" which
never inflict punishment. and ''shooi-
ing-sticks" which have a terror tin
the -didn't know it was loaded."
and.-coffins'' which encase tomb-
stones. Another essential to the
composing room is a "lock-up," btrt
it never brings tears or confusions.
While the paper is being printed
the compositors pick apart and dig-
tribute the type set the day before and
AND NEW YORK.
pie can be done by a single book- businest. It would occupy too much
keeper, who also has charge of the space tO describe the mode of taking
advertising accounts. It is simple
and, y enough, though. l'here are
many different systems of book-keep-
ing for a newspaper subscription.
The following is the scheme employed
by the LEADER:
care of the advertising accounts.
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT.
The mechanical department is
where the type is arranged and the
paper is printed. In the LEADER
office the mechanical department is
Scattering Subscription List.
Name Address Account
'4 I >• 
I 64z 0 0. l.
D D

































C. A. Watts Memphis, Tenn. 1040 40
A large book of special ruling of
which the above is a sample section,
contains the names of every subscriber
and opposite the name there are
twelve blank squares which are used
for making monthly charges against
subscribers. The "xs" in the cor-
ners of squares around the "40" (the
latter signifies the cost of the LtADER
per month) are placed there only
when the subscription for that week
has been paid. The last day of
each week the bookkeeper goes over
the names, and if they have paid he
will mark an "x" in the corner, and
at the end of the month he will go
over. them again and mark "40" in
the centerof square for the column
for the current month. At the end
of each month if the subscriber is
paid up in full an "x" is placed in
each corner.
The above diagram shows that Bill
Smith, of St. Louis, began taking the
paper the last week in June, or in
other words, he began when the pa-
per first started, and the numerous
".40" and "xs" gives the informa-
tion that his subscription is paid up
to, and including the month of No-
vember, or up to the first of Decem-
ber. On the next line is the name of
separated into two minor departments
—the composing room and the press
room. When the "copy," that is the
written matter that iis to go into the
paper, is sent to theicomposing room
it is first set letter by letter into type.
These pieces of type are distributed
each letter, figure, pause and char-
acter, capitals and small capitals, in a
separate compartment of a case. A
fast compositor will set 1,000 "ems"
of type in an hour, which iv equivo-
lent to nearly 3,000 single pieces.
In a single column of this paper there
are about io,000 pieces of type.
After the type is set it goes to the
proof-press and it is "proved ' col-
umn by column, and the proof is read,
sometimes carefully and sometimes
carelessly by the proof-reader. The
type set during the early part of the
day is always carefully corrected,
not even as much at that. After the
type is corrected it is put into the
while the last proofs in the afternoon
are only glanced over and sometimes
"forms," or in oiler words, made
into pages, and then it is sent to thepress, where papers are printed and
folded ready for the carrier boys, the
mail and the express office, and are
turned out at the speed of 2,000 to
2,500 copies per hour.
fill ther " ses" for the next daytis
work. It s calculated that a corn-
positowill distribute type four times
as as as he can set it,. A cornt
posit° who can set 3,000 pieces an
hour ill distribute ,12,ctoct in the.,
same mgth of time. .
Tht LEADER is printed from type
manuactured expressly for us and ,is
printei on a two-revolution Miehlle
press milt expressly for rapid news-
paper book and color work. The
papenare folded on a Unique folder,
built;, the order of the LEADER by
the Rtckford Folder Co., of Rock-
ford. Ill. The machinery it driven
by a 3.horse Foos gasolene engine.
One feature of this engine is that there
is no fire whatever about it..
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.
In this department is done the
hardest work on the paper. The
editorial rooms of the alert daily
newspaper are mills which feed ' n2
nertes and grind them "exceedingly
fine." 1
, The getting out of each day's pa-
per is without any precedent to fol-
low. There is no rule to follow. It
is merely a matter of the exercise 'paf
judgment mixed, good and bad, all
It must be decidsidday
whetherlongthis or that piece:of news
shall be given a .column, three lines
or nothing. All the details of any
event of consequence are never pub-
lished. It is an exercise of judge-
Ment to know what to say anti what
not to say. One day there are
twenty columns of excellent news
matter that ought to be printed and
the paper is filled with the exception
of five columns. With the distress of
a miser giving up his dollar the editor
trims this article down, runs the blue
pencil through that, ard reluctantly
he gives up ,unused, for lack of time
or space. perhaps both, material
which today would make a grand
paper but which tomorrow would be
useless. because it Was no longer'
news. In such cases it is a race of
time and attempt to de a half a day's
work in an hour. Happy are the
men, but few there be. who can go
through such an hour and not know
the sensation that worry brings. The
next day there are twenty columns of
news to fill up only five Coltunn of
available matter, but !there must be
no blank spaces in the paPer. The
life of the editor will be one of flowers
when the inventor devises a plan to
regulate the mantsfacthie- of news so
that it all does not occur on the same
day.
There are three things which con-
stantly puzzle the editorial depart-
ment. They are: What is the news
_today in . which the people are most
interested how to get that news:
how to use that news. • T7he paper,
which succeeds in the first is only
a total failure: the paper which knows
what the news is. and how to obtain
PROPOSED NEV BAPTIST CHURCH.
it, is dull unless it combines the third
art, that of knowing -how to use it."
Sometimes people wonder why
newspapers in the same city give
'varied accounts of sonic local event.
It is because all people do not see
alike. When something occurs of
importance. "both sides- and the
disinterested parties are all inter-
viewed. and besides the interviews,
there is printed the newspaper's di-
visions of the affair'. unusually an
average struck between the two ex-
tremes.
It is in the editorial department
that men come with real or fancied
TOM LOVELACE.
wrongs with ruffled temper and ex-
press a desire to ''lick'' somebody.
Social visits of this kind breaks the
monotony of editorial life and makes
a good story for next day's paper.
Few of the persons who enjoy the
happiness brought them by the LEAD-
ER on its daily visits realizes that their
comfort has been purchased at a very





; The following item after it
• was set ' in type one day last
week was unintentionaly knock-
ed into "pi" by a visitor who
innocently placed his hand
rather heavily on it. He ex-
1
 • cused himself by saying that he
only wanted to know how type
felt before in came out in print:
• The Australian sword found
• in use among the aborigines
• when that country was first dis-
• covered by the Europeans was
• 
 $•
modeled after the sword grass •
• which grows wild ,in that con- •
• tinent.
••
• -Here is the "pi"•
• fuol Abvyw ehintdtfiem rnpycsal•
• d is- ndomagoesur Taaeanftedn
udowse th awsohe,haetoeauorr h
• tdwscwsagnesn tuyrwhhic i t tici•




• The poor fellows body was
used to start a new cemetery.:•••••••••••••••••••••• .41
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ENIPLOVES AND .A CAR LOAD OF PAP
ER
gnorance of.the labor in cost to pro-
vide them with the epitome of each
day's news. And it is well they do
,
for once in poSsession of this kno
w-
ledge the intensely human could 
not
repress a feeling of self-rebuke 
for
the many unkind things they ut
tered
against the local newspapes on 
some
particular day when the news 
was
scarce and the paper did not shi
ne
with its usual lustre.
The 1.nEa will tell its readers
 of
the varied process an item p
asses
through before it is presented to the
public, using the following to fully 
il-
lustrate the work:
"Burglars secured an enterence
from the front door of T. M. Rya
n
Co's., tobacco house last night 
;at
Martin, and blew open the large
 s4e
with dynamite, and made away 
wiih
S175 and a fine gold watch 
with E.
C. L. engraved on in.
- 'rhe burglars made good thei
r es-
cape. Marshal Huddleston and
Walker were notified to watch for
the theives.''
The reporter obtained the fact that
there had been an whole-sale robbery.
hold-up and blow-up case at Martin
the night before. His infor
mant
was a man who sat at his side while
at lunch: He was not in possession
of the details and all the reporter had
was a 'tip'. The indefatigable news-
gatherer hurried out to get the story.
He first found Marshal Huddleston,
after a half-hours chase, but he knew
nothing of it whatever. He remem-
bered a former resident of Martin five
P. H. WEARS.
blocks away from where he was and
went directly to him. He was "out."
His wife said that he was working a
short distance from there. When' he
arrived at the place named by the
mans wife he learned that he had been
riot"'
• JErtilic
•. . • -
OUST RECIFIN*F? SHOWN IN 
THE'FOREdROUND.
taken suddenly ill and carried
doctor. ( )n arriving at , the doctor's
office he learned that the tobacco
house of T. M. Ryan & Co's had.
been broken into but•was unable tO
obtain any voluble information. ,Hel
continued his pilgrimage, being in '
spired by the belief that, there- was
LONG STAIRWAY AT HICKMAN, KY.
Leading up the bluffs to theCourt.hoase.
good column story in the affair. 'His
last and only hope was to telephone
the Marshal at Martin. Straight to
the crffice he went, with a trembling
hand he rung for Martin, "we have
been unable to get Martin all day,"
was the reply from the "central".
Nl'hat was there to do.? That was the
reporters thoughts. 1,•le had nothing
nor could get nothing. While sitting
in his chair thinking of what to do
and when to do it. the Marshal step-
ed in and stated that he had just re-
seived a telegram from the Marshal
at Martin, and to be i'an the lookout
for the thieves on the charge above
mentioned.
As no arrests in connection with
the above had been made the report-
er concluded that the "whole-sale"
robbery was considerable of a farce,
and was not entitled to more than ten
or eleven lines of space. The facts
were woven into the story quoted
above and passed to the city editor
who eyed it closly and insisted on
knowing the facts in full. These , re-
lated he wrote the heading and pac-
ed it on the "copy" hook.
The foreman of the composing
room then took it lind delivered it to
the compositor. After it was set up
BEAU IFUI, RESIDENCE OF HON.
 R. T.TYLER AT HICKMAN.
•
to al a proof of it was taken 
and read and
the neccessarv corrections 
made. The
type was justified and if the 
composi-
tor had made an extraordina
ry num-
ber of errors a revise proof 
was then
taken to determine, whether 
the em-
ploye who corrected the matte
r in
type had‘found all the mistake'
s or
not. This done the little story 
was
dumped into the forms with
, many
Others. locked up securely so 'th
at it
would not pi The LEAnEit tell 
else-
where all about -pi") and carrie
d to
the press room where it is t
aken
charge of by the pressman. and soon edi
tion of the LEADES will see the wis-
the wheels which makes the news d
om of takiqg this opportunity to reach •
paper were revolving and the story on bet
ween 30,cloo and 5o.000 readers—
which so many hands labored is prt, sinc
e there will be an average of fou
r
duced in print and is read in Ir or fiv
e individual readers to each of
seconds. ten th
ousand papers printed.
.1____ .  
LEADER II.LUSTRATIONS.
ill se tfere P. blished Were Made
from Stew art's Photographs.
. ---
The excelle e of the illustrations
published in this number of the LEAD-
ER is due in a: large measure to the
fine quality of the photographs from
which the cuts were made. These,
are the work of Mr. Harry Stewart,
who makes a 'specialty of fine por-
traits and also of commercial work-
buildings, it•it'riors, machinery and
other subjects.,
In these (lays of pregress in photo,
graphy any one can make a photo-
graph. but whpn it comes to making
a )icture. the . the artist who can 1 x-
ecute that w, rk is a rarity. Mr.
Stewart has devoted many years to the
study of artist c photography, and the
visitor to his studio will find the re-
sults of that s
her of the pi
walls,
In photographing children Mr.
- Stewart has done some notable work,
ard received many expressions of
praise for his success in that difficult
line.
Mr. Stewart not only does work for
the people cif Fulton, but has many
regular custpiners who come f
rom
points near by. It is safe to say that
the future holds in store a great in
-
crease in the! present fine reputatio
n
that Mr. Stewart has for artistic an
d
thorough work.
udy in the great num-
tures displayed on his
TEN THOUSAND COPIES.
Advertisers who have been 
so lucky
as to secure space in this industri
al
FULTON COLT
, SITUATED ON A BLUF
F OVE
Y COURT-HOUSE,
LOOKING THE MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER.
JESSE WALKER.
Jesse Walker, the South 
Fulton
city marshal, is a man of iron will 
and
daring nerve. Just such a man 
as
his position in this respect 
demands —
vigilant, watchful and aggressive.
He was born in the adjoining 
county
of Hickman in 1850, and was s
aid to











cavalry when only 13 e
aof
He voted in the first elect
ion ere'
held in South Fulton, and in 1883 he
was elected city marshal, which
he has held continuously ever
 since.
Mr. Walker has gained quite a repu-
tation abroad for his ability 
and ski11
shown in catching criminals, 
and his
celebrated blood hounds have 
bro 
many a villain to justice.
}ttON. R. T. TYLER.
Hon. R. T. Tyler i
s one of the
most distinguished men in 
Fulton
county. Coming from one of the
 first
families in the land, he has 
held
many positions of honor.
Mr. Tyler is a resident of the t
own
of Hickman, where he practices 
law
and is regarded: as the leading 
legal
light of West Kentucky. He 
has a
bright a d interesting family a
nd his
residenc , a cut of which appe
ars in
this issu , is the prettiest, handso
mest
and tuctt conveniently arranged 
of
any in the town in which he lives.
TI-ft LEADER JOB ROOMS
The LEADER office is equipped to
do all kinds of book and job w.1'rk.
We make a specialty of fine 
book
and catalogue work, practically 
hav-
ing a monopoly on it in this section
.
Our equipment is such that ..we
are able to turn out job work on the
briefest notice.
Thosei wishing bids on jobs shou
ld




This!tobacco firm has been doing
business in Fulton for the past several
Years andAhough the output is not so
large as some of the extensive houses
houses in Southwest Kentucky, the
grade of article turned out is of a very
superior quality—the result of long
experience and mature knowledge of
the weed.
The business is immediately under
the management of Mr. R. L. El
lis, a
keen and penetrating observer . and
judicious buyer, and who never lets a
good wagon of the "long, dark wrap-
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&only now in \ PRINTING 
FOP
)URPOSES.
IhecSoUlh that makes, • ..a%
Cuts by a_II processes. t)
J
sq






Every order will receive the
most careful attention. promptly
filled. and satisfaction guaran-
teed in every ,particular.,1111
Visitors in the city should call
















Attenion of Ail, and
Wanted by Every-
body.
Send any Photo (Cabinet
preferred). lV e make complete
I Tie Pin. 5oc.
lar. Cult Buttons. Si.
















It Is Even Better Than It Looks.
Years of experiment and experience, 
the
finest material and skilled workmen,
 practi-
cal and theoretical knowledge—all 
coinbirVe





It is poor economy to buy
a cheap Telephone, because
it takes so many of them to
lasti a year, to say nothin
g
of fihe annoyances from poor
seriice. We make only the
higest grodes and the differ-
ence in price is more than
compensated by the differ-
ence in quality.
Shipments made promptly
in either large or small lots.
Send for our pamphlet-




make The Best has
NE COMPANY,
DzIa.yfield., Ky.







PRETTY DWELLING OF \V. H..PHIPPS.
%This Ii ttm. (Of
HON. W. H. PHIPPS.
One of the prominent people of
this city is Hon. W. H. Phipps, who
for a number of years was principal
of Fulton Institute. NIT. Phipps re-
tired from school work several years
ago and has since been dealing in real
estate and other profitable specula-
HON. W. H. •PHIPBB.
tions, He has the largest rental busi-
ness of any one fin Fulton.
Mr.' Phipps is a life lung Democrat
and a hig- hminded moral gentlema-n.
In this issue will be seen a picture of
a West Fulton „residence, owned by
Mr. Phipps, w' 'hich is a model for
comfort. -
A. J. BURROW.
A. J. Burrow, whose likeness will
be found in this issue, is one of our
best citizens. For some years past
he has been recognized as the leading
dealer in pianos, organs and musical
ALVIN J. BURROW.
instruments in this section of the
country. He practically controls this
line of business in Fulton. Mr. Bur-
row has associated with him Mr. W.
E. Waggener, who is one of the best
posted music men to be .seen in
414
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Western Kentucky. Mr. Burrow is
the Tennessee representative of Story
& Clark, and is on the road a great
part of his time. r. Burrow has
been in business here for eighteek
years, and has one of the prettiest
homes in the city, located on one of
the most fashionable streets in \Vest
Fulton.
M. C. BENNETT.
Cortez Bennett is so well known all
over West Kentucky and West, Ten-
nessee that we cannot say anything of
him that the public does not already
know. Socially he is a great favorite
and numbers his friends and admirers
by the score.
In business transactions he has but
few equals and no superiors. He is
an astute and careful buyer, as sharp
as the sharpest—having almost lived
in commercial pursuits since his boy-
hood. He is one of the most liberal
dealers. opep and generous to a fault
M. C. BENNE-TT.
and his only happiness is in sharing
his good fortune with his friends.
He has lived in Fulton all his life,
save a year or two in business at Mar-
tin and neighboring town, and is set-
tled here for life, the senior member
of the Globe dry goods and clothing
firm of Bennett AV. McDowell.
R. M. CHOWNING.
The management of the West Ken-
tucky Telephone Co. is looked after
by Mr. R. %I. Chowning, one of the
owners. Mr. Chowning and Mr.
John Wright, of Mayfield, are sole
proprietors of the West Kentucky
Telephone Co.. and have offices and
boards in a chain of \Vest Kentucky
towns. This property is regarded as
one .of the most desirable in' these
parts. Subscribers are given free
connections • with Other towns, thus
placing themi in speaking distance
with Mayfield, Hickman, Wingo,
RESIDENCE OF DR. NAT MORRIS.
a desire for his
hightest type of
citizenship. He
is a man, Of' irre-
proachable char-
acter and has a
wide and extend-
ed acquaintance.
His !success in his
life jwork is due








is ,ptjecisive in all
e xetiutions.
FIELDS BROS.
- I he -extensive and ehterprising to,
bacco firm, composed Of Lewis and
Smith Fields, is attracting world wide
attention. They have five or six large.
rehandling houses and buy a majority
of the tobacco raised in this section,
Even dealers in Paducah and „ Louis-
ville are not better equipped for
handling this staple article of com-
merce and. manufacture than Fields
Bros.' A large rehandling. house has
just been completed on Carr and
Second streets, where about eighty-
five men are employed during the









is also cashier of
the First National
Bank of this city,
and is one of the
busieSt men in
these parts. As
a financier he his
few superiors. He
is a young man
destined to make
his mark and at
no distant period.
ICE FACTORY.
il I E FULTON bAI,LY LEADER—JUNE,
P • \I. etIOWNIN(;•
Wade Bros. of I radfonl, Tenn..
erected atld..placed in operation this
plant last spring, and notwithstanilipg
greatthe  lrfiexpense,ot0 they
out 
of rtehaelir sz e i
handsome
t
year's work. With a 
spleme;Islonne:vais
hausted water • lupply of their owh.
they furnish the best quality oi ice;
from 'pure distilled water, and in ad-1
dition toeacsuhpp,l%y.eienkg htomeneithhoriig
tion the fil m ships several
of ice
''he plant is under the ma -
towns.ienagent r. R. H. Wade. compa




t •-: f410001 • • , tj•9
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SOME OF FULTON'S FUTURE GENERATION.
experience in his line. He is one of
our most energetic and enterprising.
young men, and is fast taking front
rank among the successful business
men of Fulton.
'C. W. OLDHAM.
A few words about the character-.
istics of Superintendent C. IV. OVA
ham. He is possessed in a marked
degree those qualities that endear him
to his fellOw man, aud is held in high
esteem by pupils, patrons and teach-
ers. At first one would think him a
trifle cold and reserved, as,hks manner




neath his calm ex-





our schools for the
past three years
has been °la high
type and very sat-
isfactory to the




arouse in a pupil
tensi‘e experience and afT among the
sharpest and shrewrtest buyers and
sellers in, this section. Both are
equally distinguished for courtly and
gentlemanly bearing and are univer-.
_sally popular. As leading citizens of
Fulton their influence has ever been
for the upbuilding of the commercial
interests of our city and Fulton owes,
much to them.
THE GAS PLANT.
One of the industries of the city is
the Acetylene gas system for lighting
business houses and dwellings. The
• plant is a primi-
Paw% c. w.0LiPtIANI.
tive contrivance,




back of his gar-
den on Carr St.
It consists of a
well twelve feet
in diameter into
which a large tank
without a bottom
is sunk, like an
ordinary tub in-






N. C. WEBB &SONS' LARGE, FOUNDRY AND MACHINE SHOPS.
charged with carbide and the gas
is forced into the water under the
tank for storage, it being forced
'to • the surface of the watr by the fact
that it is lighter than the water. Ten
pounds of carbide is sufficient to give
fifty candle power for one hundred
homes. The gas is not dangerous.
and if blown out by accident upon
retiring it woldd not asphyxiate the
occupants of the room. for Mr. Greg-
ory says he can get into the storage
tank and remain for ally length of
time working with the fixtures without
danger. It gives out a beautiful light
and possibly the only light ,that sends
out rays like the sun. It is forced
through two iets!vposite each other.
and that gives a spreading tlame very
white and bright. It only costs at
the rate of 1-4 cent per hour per
twelve candle power.
GEO. MEACHAM.
George Meacham. the bright young
stock dealer is one of the "flyers" of
this section. From boyhoods happy
hours up to the present time young
Meacham has been a splendid judge
of stock, and being a natural born
trader he has been engaged in this,
GEORGE -NIF.ACHAM.
his favorite business, for several years.
although he is a very young man.
Mr. Meacham is a great fancier of
fine blooded horses, and always has
one or two on hand. He has thus
far been quite successful in his busi-
ness ventures, and ships many cars,of
stock from Fulton to the St. Louis
and Cincinnati markets.
N. C. WEBB & SONS.
N. C. Vebb & Sons have one of
the best equipped foundries in the
state. A visit to their establishment
is a revelation to those not knowing
the magnitute of their work. Besides
doing all sorts of repair work on
engines, threshers and other ma-
chinery, they make a specialty of
manufacturing iron fronts for business
houses. The firm consists of N. C.
1Vebb and his two sons Alvin and Ed.
The buildings occupied by this com-
pany are three in number and are
:144
well arranged for expiditious handling
of their large business. The location
of this plant in Fulton is a most mm-
factor in the business of Ful-
ton. This house gives steady em-
ployment to a number of men and its
expenditures for raw material are very
heavy.
P.Al.'FR & IA1CHRIDGE.
Alf C. Palmer has been in the drug
business in Fulton. :Mayfield and other ,
ALT. C. PALMER.
towns ever since the writer can re-
tnembr. He started out to handle
physics and such things when but a
boy and has e% inced a peculiar fond-
ness for that following and that has
qualified him for a careful and ex-
acting pharmacist.
He has been ,connected with nearly
every drug store in town and is well
known by the laity as well as all our
physicians. who have confidence in
his business methods.
Sometime in January last he sold
W. H. LOCHRIDGE.
an interest in his drug store to Mr.
Will T. lochridge. who is lull of thrift
and activity and makes a splendid
salesman. Mr. Lochridge has only
been a resident of Fulton a short
while, but has won lots of friends.















































DRY .AND MACHINE 'SHOPS.
well arranged for expiditious handling
of their large business. The location
Of this plant in Fulton is a most im-
portant factor in the business of Ful-
ton. This house gives steady em-
ployment to a number of men and its
expenditures for raw material are very
heaVy.
PAL •:ER & 1„OCHRIDGE.
Alf C. Palmer has been in the drug
business in Fulton.,Mavfield and other
ALF'. C. PAIII ER.
towns ever since the writer can re-
member. He started out to handle
physics and such things when but a
boy and- has. et inced a peculiar tond-
ness for that following and that has
lualitird him for a careful and ex-
acting pharmacists
He ,has been connected with nearly
every drug store in ton n and is well
known•by the laity as well, as all our
physjcians., who have confidence in
.his business methods.
S(Jinetime in January •last he sold
. H. LOCHRIDCE.
an interest in his drug store to Mr.
\\ill T. Lochridge. who is lull of thrift
and activity and makes a splendid
salesman. Mr. Lochridge has only
been a resident of Fulton a short





ILLUSTRATED INDUS I RIAL SUPPLEMENT
 THF
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\V. I'. FELTS & CO.—HARDWARE AND FARMING MACH
INERY
W. P. FELTS & CO.
For years NV. P. Felts has been be-
fore the public as one of the most
prominent citizens of Fulton. Mr.
Felts was here when the town was a
mere village, and much of Fulton's
present growth and prosperity is due
to his public spirited efforts and wise
administrations. He has served one
term as mayor, and has always
been in sympathy with the progres-
sive spirit that has characterized the
growth of the city. As president of
the First National Bank for a number
of years in the past he has shown him-
self a financier of no mean ability,
and is now enjoying himself in afflu-
ent circumstances. He is the senior
member of the hardware firm of \V.
P. Felts & Co., having associated his
son, Jube Felts, with him the last two
years. This firm is doing a substan-
tial business, and will always be near
the front. Its trade territory extends
throughout all West , Tennessee and
Kentucky for farm machinery.
military title during the civil war, he
casting his lot with the Confederacy.
He entered the army a private, but
was frequently promoted, for gallantry
and daring deeds on the field of bat-
tle.
At the termination of the war Capt.
Tyler located in Union City, where
he remained until 1870, when he
came to Fulton and engaged in the
mercantile business and was quite suc-
cessful. He closed out this business
in 1895, and shortly after established
the insurance agency, which he is
now running so successfully.
FULTON ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER CO.
The excellent system of electric
lights is owned by the Morganfield
Construction Company. The first
power house, on Main street, was too
limited for the growing business, and
to keep abreast of the progressive city
a new plant was located and erected
FULTON \VATER WORKS PUMPING STATION.
FULTON 1VATER WORKS.
The city has 'one of the best sys-
tems of water works to be found any-
where. It is superior 'in many re-
spects to any in West Kentucky or
West Tennessee, and one particular
is the remarkably purity and health-
fulness of the water, which is to be
had in quantities inexhaustible. It
is drawn by air pumps from an im-
mense basin or subterranean lake and
comes up sparkling and cool, in color
of a pure, clear bluish white. ' he
pump house is an honor to any city,
so neat, orderly and methodical, and
the structure is strong enough to stand
for ages.
CAPT. J. P. TYLER.
Captajn J. P. Tyler, the popular
insurance agent, is one of the pioneer
citizens of the town, having resided
here since 1870 and being a native of
the county. Capt4 Tyler gained his
on Walnut street, neariVebb's foun-
dry, which has double the capacity of
the old plant. It is of the latest im-
proved machinery, selected under
personal charge of the efficient man-
ager, Fred Carden, who is one of the
most accomplished electricians in this
country, and his thorough experience
qualifies him for any position he could
seek. The article of lights is a most
superior kind, and the city, dotted
over with arc and incandescents, en-
joys splendid lights the year around.
The volume of business of this plant
is increasing steadily all the while,
and we hope the day is not far distant
when every private and public house
in Fulton is conneCted with electric
lights.
The power house of the new plant
is not only an improvement on the old
one and better situated and adapted
for the operation of its machinery, but
the machinery itself excels in every
particular and give best satisfaction.







a young man well
versed in the art of
window dressing.
For a number of
years Mr. Biggs has
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his attention is al-
ways pleasing to
the eye, and the
goods are presen-




• offers from parties
away from home.
but all things be-
ing equal he pre-
fers the town of
his nativity.
Mr. Dancy can't









Ed C. Dancy,. the subject, of th . The "Globe" is the dry goods and
sketch, is beyond ,ouestion oneldie4lothing establishmtnt of Bennett &
best posted yourig business wen a . NI61owell—composed of \
I. E. Ben-
Fulton. His store, The Haberdasher, .4 nett land M. P. McDowell, under the
is always in the lead in presentigg the , maternal guidance of VI.  J. P. \lc-.
lateit styles and fads in the gents' Dwell, father of the juni
or Globe
furnishing line to the Fulton ...Fou projirietor, and one of the four o
ldest
Hundred." merchants in business in F
ulton.
In connection with 'his gent ' iur Tbe Globe has headquarters 
on the
ishing store' Mr.  Dancy has a one hill in the Paschill block, 
where it
chant tailoring esthblishment, emplo &kis up two large store rooms, one
ing from four to six tailors all of th dry ;goods and shoes and the oth
er
time and then not being able to kee for luthing, hats and furnishings
.
4:1up with the work in ,this department. I would be hard to name two 
more
Mr, Dancy is a liberal man and be- ent rprising merchants in 
Southern
lieves in spending his money with the Keritucky than the two at the 
head of
printer, which has, he says, in a great this l house. , Both are well up 
in prac-
measure brought about his success. tical business' experienc
e and are full
His store has the largest plate grass of push and energy. No 
wonder the















clerk, is one oh the
most popul r young
men in "he city
ot Fulton. He is
a son of Capt. J.
P. Tyler and has




ter for four rars,
but when Mc ginley
came into .power
John sought other
DRY ,p6CI DS .'CLOTHING STORES.
(
5 pastures. He madethe race for county
clerk of Fulton
county, but was de-
feated in a five-cor-
nered race in the
Democratic pri-
mary and took his
medicine like all
good Democrats.






as he does the rare
personal and men-
tal charms charac-




MILLER & RENNET!'. ONE OF FULTON' LEADING DRI,T4: FIRMS
MILLER & BENNETT.
The firm of Miller & Bennett. drug-
gists, is a watchword in the family
home of our people. This firm of
live.] energetic young men, by their
thrift and affability, have built up for
themselves a patronage to be envied
by others.
They make a specialty of fine toilet
articles, fancy soaps, imported Per-
fumery and the most stylish line of
fine stationery.
They also handle the private brand
cigar made expressely for their trade
—the FUTON DAILY LEADER—named
in honor of this paper.
They also carry a large stock of
paints, oils, varnishes affcl painter's
supplies.
The fixtures of this store are solid
oak and were made to order for the
firm in St. Louis. This is by far one
of the prettiest drug stores anywhere
to be seen.
A. HuDDLEsToN & Co.
A. Huddleston & Co. is one of our
leading business 6rms. Arch Hud-
dleston and George Beadles are the
individual members of the firm, who
are dealers in hardware and all things
thereunto pertaining. They also hate
in their employ a clips of competent
tinners and do a majority of this work
in Fulton and surrounding countiv.
By the closest attention to their
business and generous treatment ex-
tended their customers these gentle-
men have made their firm name a
watchword in the county and country
near this city.
Their line of queensware is unsur-
passed for excellence, in tact their
entire stcck is made up of the best
grades. Both gentlemen are maried
and have pretty homes here.
On the third floor of their estab-
lishment is a complete tin-shop, fitted
out with the latest machinery, imple-
ments and material
THELEADER—KIK.K & HALL'S BIG "DRYGOODS HOUSE
, A. T. KIRK.
Another believer in the future of
Fulton is that bright young dry goods
merchant, A. T. Kirk, who came
here from Cairo along with the ad-
vent of the new year, and established
in our midst one of the largest dry
goods and notion houses in Jackson
Purchase, and gave it the name of
the Leader, which we are sure is ap-
propriate.
From the start Mr. Kirk took a
liberal amount of advertising space in
this paper, and' his results have been
even beyond his expectations.
Mr. Kirk has had a great amount
of experience in the mercantile busi-
ness which serves him well in that he
is able to buy his goods very close,
and then he knows just what to buy.
The Leader is a good place to buy
good goods. We commend Mr. Kirk
and his excellent wife to our people.
DAHNKE BROS.
Four years ago Dahnke Bros. opened
a confectionery and bakery in Fulton.
The firm is composed of George and
Conrad Dahnke. the former being a
resident of Union City, the latter re-
siding in Fulton and having the con-
trol and supervision of the,business.
This firm have by their fair dealing
built up an enormous trade through-
out this section and their noted brand
of cream bread is sold all over Vest
Kentucky and Tent*ssee. Dahnke
Bros. have three establishments simi-
lar to the one at Fulton, the others
being located at Union City and
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Our fellow townsman. C. F., or
Conrad as he is called, is one of our
most popular business men and is al-
ways ready to lend a hand in any
enterprise that tends to the upbuilding
of FultOn and the uplifting of her
people. A cut of Dahnke's store is
shown in this issue.
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FULIONS NEW BOTTLING 0111(8
ONE OF THE BEST EQUIPPED OLANTS IN THE SOUTH.
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WILL RECEIVE' PROMPT 
ATTENTION
w ittitliiiiiiklAidithr(ibii4Ir w--4 -1 4.4V41 v ' _ edly  ,  
T. GRANT  MIER  BOTTLING  WORKS ALL MAIL ORPE,RS
FISHER •Sz REID, Druggists.
Most Complete Line of Pure Fresh Drip in the
 City. Gunther's Fine Candies.
Prescriptions carefully compomded. Finest Soda Fountain. r,
FLJL1Or1, KENTUCKYMr. Peopper
SOIRethiliq 10 MillliT H. KOTHE
The Woodmen of the World issues
good, incontestable certificate, pays all
benefits in full, and erects a handsomell'
monument at the grave of every de-,
ceased sovereign. It has
A Guaranteed Rate ot
A Large Emergency Fund ot
And over 200,000 Members dt
And it only costs a man at 40 years
$27.40 a year to carry $3 00
proteCtion.







miles The urges! mock MI
The taiest Novelties
in Woolens in the dig:
T. H. Kot,he.
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